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« One autumn evening, the famous collector Joachim Mogarra decided to gather 
a few friends together to discuss the latest tendencies in contemporary art. He 
invited them to join him at the restaurant attached to his Foundation, by the edge 
of an ancient oak forest. 
The kitchen was run by a chef by the name of Jean-Pierre Gargamel, a specialist 
in feathered game. His fanciful genius and knack for unlikely alchemies were such 
as to enchant the taste-buds of a connoisseur like Joachim Mogarra, whose palate 
was as refined as his eye was sharp.
(...)
For many years, Joachim Mogarra has been cultivating this solipsistic, teasing 
stance. His is an unfettered, explosive mix of poetry and humour inherited from 
Dadaist revolts, classical authors and the counter-cultural artistic wave, which also 
bears the stamp of popular entertainment and the mass media. Like carrier pigeons 
equipped with untimely little messages, his out-takes of disaffected romanticism, 
rhinestone operettas and tacky photo-stories have safely made it through the fan-
fare of the art market, the hysteria of dealers, the strictures of professionalism and 
the tempests of theory. Had he perhaps found refuge in a cottage, between a river 
full of fish and a motorway bypass in the South of France? His sceptical-burles-
que aphorisms, his images of imaginary wanderings, his enactments of journeys 
around the globe, his sham triumphs and dashing, ersatz adventures remind us 
at times of Raymond Roussel or Jules Verne. Verne had to renounce his sailor’s 
vocation in deference to his fathers’s wishes: he studied law. This became the birth 
certificate of the Extraordinary Journeys. In Mogarra, there’s a nonchalance that 
may also remind us of Petrarch’s Ascent of Mount Ventoux, an endeavour ultima-
tely judged to be futile inasmuch as it was disappointing. But he is not alone in this 
genre. An entire generation of artists and also critics, emerging from the rubble of 
modernism, built its identity around an approach that was irreverent, inquisitive, 
learned, rootless and individualistic, quick to question the essence of art, the better 
to unsettle it: the only viable antidote to the turmoils of this period of transition.» 

Émile Soulier in «La Fondation Mogarra», catalogue edited by Galerie GP & N Vallois, Paris, 2006.
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Adam Janes
THE UNBEATABLE HANDY POOR LOS MANOS

For his first exhibition in France, the young American artist Adam Janes plunges us 
in a delirious and shifted universe of clever objects and drawings with colorful and 
explosive shapes.
His works on paper mix collage, pencil and watercolor. They are populated with funny 
and recurrent characters such as «Johnny Jump Up», and, inspired by the American 
popular imagery of the 19th and 20th century. Figuration and abstraction tangle up in 
this skillfully complex and studied composition captivating the eye.

His sculptures are strange scientific machines. They look cartoonesque, made with 
simple material and are multifunctional. Thus, The Unbeatable Handy Poor Los Ma-
nos presents various methods «to cut hands» and brings the visitor in a semi-subver-
sive, semi-humorous adventure where game, fear and pleasure mix.

Born in 1976 in Dallas, Texas (USA), Adam Janes lives and works in Los Angeles 
since 10 years. The city and the art scene (he is regularly the assistant of Paul 
McCarthy, Richard Jackson, Mike Kelley and Jorge Pardo) influence him through 
abundant, magnetic, noisy and multicoloured flux, which fills up his works and the 
walls of his studio.
Exhibited at Thomas Solomon Gallery and more recently at Roberts and Tilton Gallery 
in Los Angeles, Adam Janes is also in the collection of the Museum of Contemporary 
art in L.A.

The Unbeatable Handy Poor Los Manos is the first solo exhibition in Paris! 
Give Him a Hand!

*Tendez-lui la main!
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